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A great many current investiga- 
tions, particularly in clinical and 
social psychology, deal with similar- 

. . ity between profiles of test scores. 
Such studies vary widely with regard 

i t o  the prohlems posed and the specific 
variables used, but they have in com- 
mon an attempt t o  deal with several 
scores or traits simultaneously. Some 
investigators a t tempt  t o  identity 
"types" of people who have similar 
configurations of scores. Much of 
so-called inverse factor allalysis has 
this aim. Other studies at tempt  to 
differentiate clinical or occupational 
groups by means of patterns of test 
scores (e.g., 1, 28) .  In another type 
of problem, two or more profiles for 
the same person are  compared. The  
person is assessed more than once on 
the same set of variables, and the 
consistency of the profiles is meas- 
ured. This is one method nsed to 
study the validity of clinical proce- 
dures (5, 24). Profile comparison also 

exploration of new variables 
such as  self-consistency over time 
(31)  and assumed similarity in per- 
ception of others (17) .  

At present many techniques are  
available t o  the investigator who is 
concerned with assessing the degree 
of profile similarity. T h e  method 
most widely known among psychol- 
ogists is that  of correlating one profile 
with another, generally termed a Q 
correlation. Burt ( 3 )  and Stephenson 
(32)  have been chiefly responsible 
for developing thisapproach? Special 
indices have also been proposed, such 
a s  the coefficients of pattern similar- 
i ty  of Cattell and those of d u  Mas. 
A distance measure has been de- 

(26) and by  the present writers (11).1 
A very valuable summary of statis. 

tical literature hearing on the use of 
profiles or patterns t o  classify indi. 
viduals into relatively homogeneous 
groups has been prepared by Hodges 
(22) .  Other recent reviews which 
deal in part with this problem are 
Gaier and Lee's (20) and Tyler's 
(35).  

The various available methods of 
measuring profile similarity yield 
somewhat different results. Proper 
choice of a measure for a specific 
investigation requires knowledge of 
the assumptions, limitations, and 
information ntilized in the several 
methods of measuring profile simi- 
larity. I t  appears that the methods 
most often used have serious limita- 
lions. Much superior methods can be 
proposed. 

We intend in this paper t o  examine 
in a general way the ~ r o b l e m  of com- 
paring sets of scores and t o  clarify 
the mathematical logic involved 

The study was supported under Contract 
N6ori-07135 between the Office of N a d  Re 
search and the Vniversity 01 Illinois. The 
first version of this paper was presented to the 
Midwestern Psychological Association On 

April 27, 1952, and a more detailed tnhnicpl 
reoort on the material (11) was issued r" 
April. 1952. 

'Stephenson's current work on Q fefb- 
nique (33) departs from the mrrelapond 
methds reviewed here. We shall not dl$@ 
here the l o ~ i c  of his basically new approach 
using analysis of variance. 

8 The work of O s e d  and Suci (26)t. ved 
our own work. wa;in l a r ~ e  m e s u e  .. - 

pendent. while working o n  o!!r s e w s  
problena, however, we exchanged ideas @- 

sionally, and found our interests mnvefginP 
on the D measure. We appreciate thc'fd$ 
ooeration and that af others who have 

scribed recently by  Osgood and Suci cbssed our problem with us. 

! therein. This permits us to consider 
the various formulas which have been 
advanced in the past, and t o  draw 
attention to those approaches which 
seem to have greatest merit. 

This paper is primarily concerned 
with descriptive indices applicable 
to the investigation of qnestions 
such as  the following: 

Similarity as a general qualily. 
Thinking of persons as  "similar" or 
"dissimilar" is a common oversimpli- 
fication. This attractive notion, 
however, does violence to a fullda- 
mental principle. If behavior is de- 
scribed in terms of independent di- 
mensions,then persons who are similar 
in one dimension mav be no morn 

2 - - - -  - 
1. How similar are Persons 1 and 2)  similar in some second dimension 
2. How similar is Person 1 to Group Y? than persons who are dissimilar in the 
3. How homogeneous are the members of first dimension. I n  other simi- 

C.rn7.n v> - . - .. . , 
4. How similar is Group Y to Group Z? larily i x  not a general quality. It i s  
5. HOW much more hornogeneolls is G ~ , , , , ~  Possibie to discuss similarily only witlz 

Y than G ~ O I I P  27 Than the combined respect to specified dimensions (or 
sample? complex characteristics). This means 

Comparable questions may be asked t ha t  the investigator who finds t ha t  
in studies concerned wit11 two or people are similar in some set of scores 
more profiles for the same person. cannot assume tha t  they are similar 

While i t  is necessary to describe in general. H e  could begin to discuss 
the degree of similarity hetween score general similarity only if his original 
scts in many of the investigations measurement covered all or a large 
now heing pursued, it is often equally proportion of the significant dimen- 
or more important to test hypotheses sions of personality. Thus any prob- 
such as "Group Y and Group z lem inquiring whether similar people 

, can he regarded a s  samples from the perform difIerently from dissimilar 
same population" or "Individual 1 is people must be stated in terms of the 
more likely t o  be a member of Group question "Similar in what?" I t  is 
Y than of Group Z." Such problems n10~t  unlikely that  similarity in every 
of inferenliai statistics relevant to quality has the same effect. 
multivariate analysis have been thor- Reduction of the configuration by 
oughly studied by Fisher, Hotelling, similarity indices. Many investiga- 
anrf the Calcutta school, and several tors are attracted t o  profile similarity 
significance tests are available for studies because they believe that  in 
nornlally distributed variables (29) .  this way they can take into account 
\Ire shall no t  discuss the inferential the entire configuration of scores. 
Problems, being concerned solely with However, when we t ry to treat a set 
descriptive formulas for reporting of scores by  any of the mathematical 
degree of similarity. methods now be in^ used, we no lone- - 

er s tudy the entire configuration. 
GENERAL "lETHODOLOGIC*~ Instead, by  reducing the configura- DIFFICULTIES tion or the relationship between two 

,, While the procedures permitted t o  configurations to a single index w e  -. 
~ -~~---.  , .. - 

Qe investigator of profile similarity discard much of the information in 
ye varied, they involve numerous the score set. 
P'tfalls. We shall discuss some of We may illustrate this by  referring 
'Ii@se difficuIties a s  a preliminary t o  to Gage's s tudy of insight (19).  He 
formal analysis of profile comparison asked a teacher to predict the re- 
hethods. sponses of a pupil. He scored the 
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D1z2 = C (zjl - z , ~ ) ~ .  [ I ]  
i-1 

are much exaggerated in squaring. 
D is less skewed than Dl but is not A GENERALIZED COXCEPT OF distributed, PATTERN SI~~ILARITY 

Formula 111 is a general expression 

j=any  of the variates n, b, 
c, . . . which are k in number; what types of scores are used, the 

interpretation of the results depends 
on the nature of the scores. 

One basic decision made by the 
investigator is whether to work with 
the original score set or to convert it 
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~ l ~ ~ ~ . t i ~ ~  and scalier within profiles. when their total profiles are taken in- a b c d e discarded in various treatments by 

A set of k scores, whether expressed in to account are indistinguishable on .i 1/4 -3/4 - 1/4 building hypothetical data from a 
raw or standard measure, has k de- the basis of their profiles of deviation mathematical model. For his analy- 
grees of freedom and may be con- scores. Dac2 and DBC' now equal 58. -3/4 -1 /4  1/2 1/4 sis, he employed five factors, repre- 
sicfeted a s  a configuration in k  space. The  operation of eliminatingdiffer- [; 1/2 - 1/6 1/2 - 1/6 -213 "ted with varied loadings in 6 0  
when the is expressed as a set ences in elevation from the profiles ' ~tems.  Each of his hypothetical per- 
of deviations the person's is referred to  by Thomson (34) and Xow D ~ ~ 2 = D ~ c 2 = 2 . 2 5 .  DAB?=O as sons was assigned scores, distances 
mean or when the is standard- others as centering ahout Persons. between persons were determined, 
ized the person, the number Geometrically, i t  is equivalent to Letting D" be our symbol for the and  these were correlated with dis- 
of degrees of freedom is reduced. projecting all persons into a k - 1  D obtained from two stand- tance measures based on the factor 
a hi^ has important consequences. space orthogonal to  the line defined ardized score sets, scores. For perfectly reliable items 

order to discuss them we introduce by the equations a = b  = C  ' ' ' . Corn- D'? - A 5  D2- k42El-AZS the  sin~ilarity measures correlated 
the terms elcz,a[ion, scalier, and shape. parison of deviation scores is involved D ) l z = ~  - - . (31 :92 with the criterion. This "valid- 
~ [ ~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~  is the mean of all scores for in testing certain hypotheses regard- S S z  S I S Z  I ~ Y "  dropped to .85 when elevation 
a given person. Sra.:tet is the square ing scatter in m e n t ~ l  tests (2). Burt was removed from the similarity in- 
root of the sum of squares of the indi- eliminates elevation when he obtains Here S is the scatter of an individual 

dex hut not from the criterion, For 
vidua19s deviation scores ahout his a matrix of covariances between Pro- and A S  is the difference in scatter. items of moderate reliability, the 
own lneRn; that  is, i t  is the standard files for use in factoring Persons into It is from this e q u a t i ~ n  that by 

validity dropped from ,81 to ,55 when standardizing the profile we eliminate 
elevation was removed. deviation within the profile, multi- types (3). If we use D r  as a from consideration one further type 

plied by ,/E Shape is the residual for distance between profiles after 
of difference between the persons. 

information in the score set after projection into k - 1  space, U'e have RELATION OF OTHER FORMULAS 
Elevation and scatter have corn- 

equating for both elevation the fallowing equation: TO THE D ME.+SURE 
manly been eliminated in past stud- Table lists the most fie- 

and scatter. We can clarify these D'n2 = 0 1 2 '  - kL2El1z [Z1 ies of similarity between persons. ~t quently used in psychologiwl investi- terms by introducing numerical il- is easily sl~own that 
]ustmtjons. Suppose tha t  we have Here AEl represents the difference gations of profile similarity, together 
five traits a,  b ,  c, d ,  e, and persons in elevation between the two Persons. Dlf' = 2(1 - Q) [4] with some of their more prominent 
A ,  B, and C. ~t is evident tha t  the difference be- characteristics. 

taeen persons has two components, where Q is' the product-moment cor- Treatments in k space. The D 
a b c one due to elevation, and one due to between scores. I t  will be measure presented in formula 111 con- 

A 2 - 2  0 3 2 the remaining information in the rccal'ed tha t  in product-moment cor- siders all k  dimensions in the 
profile. Treatment of deviation score one subtracts the product of data .  This measure has recently been 

B 0 -4 -2 1 O djsards  information ahout differ- from the cross-product terms, discussed by Osgood and Suci (26). 

C 3 -1  3 - 1  -4  ences in elevation. and divides by the standard devia- b u t  a quite similar formula appeared 
When differences in scatter be . tiom (which are ~roportional to  the in the literature much earlier, a s  

According to formula [ I ] ,  DAB' is tween are eliminated, the measures of scatter). In other words, PearsonVs of like- 
20. D a c 2 = D ~ 2 = 6 3 .  measure of similarity is reduced top  correlations between profiles are ness" (CRL) (27), which was de- 

Elevation is determined b~ aver%- shape alone. Th i s9  essentially measures of distance in veloped to measure the similarity be- 
ing the scores for each individual. acconlplished by dividing each de* k - 2  space. tween two groups or the similarity of 
For the example above, the elevations tion score by the individual's s Equations [31 and [41 make clear an  individual t o a  group. In itsorigi- 
are a s  follows: A, 1; B ,  - 1 ;  C ,  0. t h ~ s  standal-dizing the prolile. lhat in will, in general, not nal form, CRL was essentially the 
Removing elevation, the individual metrically, this operation amoun give the same result as Q for a given same a s  DZ save that  all variates were 
profiles hecome: projecting every score Set in Pair of score sets, nor can D be in- expressed in standard measure and a 

a 6 c d space onto a k - 2 hypersphere. ferred from factor loadings derived multiplier involving the number of 
center of the hypersphere is a t  lrom Q correlations. Osgood and cases per group was included. 

A 1 -3 -1 2 point representing in k - 1  s (26) demonstrated close cor- The  Pearson index proved unsatis- 
B 1  -3  -1 2 1 completely flat profile. res~ondence between the two sorts factory in the re- 

If for each of the three per measures, but  only for an unusual search for which it was developed. 
C 3 -1  3 -1  -4  the above example we div of da ta  where AEl  and A S  are Some of the criticisms arise out of i t s  

N~~ the distance between A and B deviation profile by his scat 11. Warrington (36) determined insensitivity to  differences of numher 
is 0 .  ~ t , ~ ~ ~  persons who are different obtain the following new Pro extent to  which information is of cases from group to group. These 

- - - ~  
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criticisms are irrelevant t o  our pres. be 111easured by an  index d e r  person X with standard scores 

ent  purpose. hlorand (see Rae, 30) which is co~nparable to a correlation. 1.0, 1.0, on two variates, and person 

notes that in some anthropological This assumption seems to  us neither Y with standard scores 1.1, 1.1. F~~ 
the index has given unrea- necessary nor desirable. I f  persona this pair, D is ~'0102: S for each 

sonable results for groups fall into a multivariate normal dis- person is zero, the denominator is 

were regarded as quite dissimilar, tribution there should be very many ' small, and r., is -1. In other words, 

intuitively or theoretically. From the similar pairs, and relatively few pairs this pair of persons is reported by 

context, we judge that this difficulty who are far from each other. Fur- illtraclass r to have maximurn dis- 

is a consequence of the high weight thermore, if we are dealing with vari- silnilarity, whereas the D measure 

CRL assigns t o  general factors among ates having an unlimited range then reports them to  be close together.The 

the variates. This problem rnay arise no matter how far apart  person 1 is liefinition upon which the D measure 

in measures of whenever from person 2 ,  there is no theoretical . is based appears to  present a more 

variates are intercorrelated. We shall reason why there cannot be a person -atisfactory conception of similarity 

discuss the proh]em of correlation in 3 such that P I P ~ > P I P ~ .  Therefore ban the definition embodied in the 

more detail later. we see no reason why the measure of i~~traclass measure. 

cattell (6) has proposed an  index separation should have a limit. Trealments i n  k -2  space. Several 

which is like D in many respects. "Completc dissimilarity of persons" lormulas have the effect of measuring 

H~ introduces a transfor~nation, how- is an undefinable concept. similarity in k -2  space. We have 
ever, which makes the obtained index Wehster (37) proposed that  intra- already noted that a Q correlation 

range from 1 to -1. In our notation, class r might have advantages for based on raw scores gives the same re- 
measuring similarity in k space. sult a s  obtaining D from scores stand- 

Ksgj2 - kD2 inlized within profiles. Correlation 
rp = [ 5  I D12' 

KZuj2 + kD2 r .  = 1 - . [6]  is thus a special case of the D meas- 
9 ?, St2 + SZ2 + +KA2EI urc. 

where K represents twice the median Measures of similarity are a t  times 
x 2  corresponding to the given n u n -  The denominator in [6] is the sum of based on scores ranked from highest 
her of varintes. D or , r ,  mould give squares of Scores of Persons yo lowest within the profile. The tor- 

the same results so far a s  thkordering about the grand mean of their scores. relation of two such sets of ranks 
of dissimilarity is concerned. The larger this denominator the yields rho, which is thus like Q in 

Cattell arrived a t  this index he- closer will ri, ; lp~roach  4-1 for pairs .any of its properties, Sometimes 
cause he believes that similarity having the same D.  T o  illustmte, rank correlations are used in thebelief 

TABLE 1 that assumptions regarding the test 
'c0l.e metric are thereby avoided, 

Swimm~u FORMLR.\S 'AND TAEIR CEARACTERISTICS - -  ll1k is not the case. When scores are 

Type of ranked, the separation between two 
Symbol and procedure Remarks Comparison adjacent ranks is hxed over the whole 
Proponenl - forcing all profiles into the 

D (Osgoad-Suci, 26; Distance measure k  (also k - 1 ,  A general formula ial~le rectangular distribution.  hi^ 
Cronbach-Gleser, 11) k - 2 )  "~ ing  may be justified in certain 

CRL (pmrson, 27) Distance measure far stand- k  'iudies, bu t  i t  does involve adefinite 
ardized variates 

r, (Cattell, 6) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ d  distance meas. k  k- I) Converts D to a wale saumption. 
"re for standardized vari- lrom 1  to -1  fiendall's tau is a rank correlation 
ates Symbol Qusedherejn- la"d on the direction ofdifferences 

Q (stephenson, 32) ~roduct-moment correlation k - 2  
o f r  iorclanN letween all possible pairs of variates. 

across variates 
Carrelation across scores k - 2  is very closely related to  rho bu t  Rho (Spearman) P 

ranked within a profile ' Somewhat more laborious to  corn- 
T ~ , ,  ( K ~ ~ ~ s I I ,  2s) Dased on rank arrangements k - 2  ~ i g h [ y c o r r e l a ~ ~ ~ ~ *  ' "ate. ~n statistical work, it is 

rho 
Estimate of tau based ' ;? advantage that  the sampling dis- 

r,. (du Mas, 13) ~~~d on tally of similarity of k - 2  
dope along profiles 

on &ta "bution for tau is known. 
b u  Mas has suggested the 

$r 
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cient r,,. Kelly and Fiskc drew our 
attention to  the fact that r,, is a sort 
of approximation to tau, in which 
pairs of adjacent variates only a rc  
considered. Results from du Mas' 
method therefore depend upon the 
order in which variates are listed in a 
profile. Different results would be 
obtained if some other order were 
used. r,. is biased when the arrange- 
ment of traits is not strictly random. 
Furthermore, it uses relatively little 
of the information in the profile, and 
is therefore inexact. r, rloes not ap- 
pear to  have advantages over rho or  
I)" - .  

Should differences i n  elevation be dis- 
regarded? A basic question is whether 
similarity between score sets is more 
meaningfully investigated by allow- 
ing differences in elevation to  affect 
the result. 

Cattell (6) and du Mas (14) have 
argued that differences in level be- 
tween profiles aregenerally important 
and should be included in the index. 
For many studies, it is surely desira- 
ble not to regard two people a s  
sin~ilar if their profiles have the same 
shape bu t  differ in elevation. In the  
Wechsler test, for example, the eleva- 
tion, being the sum of the scores, is a 
measure of over-all ability. The  in- 
terpretation of the profile shape is de- 
pendent upon elevation. The fact 
tha t  Vocabulary is higher than Digit 
Span means s~rneth ing:~uaI i ta t ive l~  
different for a college graduate with 
an IQ of 120 from what it means for 
a 10-year-old with an  1Q of 100. T o  
reduce the data  by leaving elevation 
out  of account may cause people t o  
appear similar who are quite different 
in the domain the investigator de- 
sires to study. 

On the other hand, there may be  
studies in which the elevation compo- 
nent is of no interest. I f ,  for example. 
data are obtained 'from:a personality 
questionnaire in which a person re- 
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Results from analysis of profiles in 
differences in elevation between per- working on the problem of similarity k  - 2  space are dependable only when 
sons will be due partly to a response of score sets as  i t  is encountered i s  scatter is large relative to the error 
set (9). The investigator may decide studying the reliability of rating, dispersion for the individual. So long 
that this "yes-saying tendencyn is makes a similar recommendation. Id as  some profiles may he expected t o  
irrelevant to his problem, and if so, his problem, the mean level of ratin@ be flat or nearly so, treatments of  
he will want to eliminate that  com- assigned by each rater is comparable these profiles in k - 2  space will be 
ponent from his data. I f  he makes to our elevation. He lists practical very much influenced by random 
such a decision, reduction of the data considerations which make it wise at error. This difficulty is greatest when 
to k - 1  space is appropriate. some times, and unwise a t  otl~ers, to most of the variance in the k  scores 

The elevation component in a pro- consider differences in level in assess comprising the profile is accounted 
file represents the sum (or average) of ing the agreement of raters. for by a small number of factors. AS 
all scores, and depends on the direc- Should differences i n  scatter be dis- more factors are represented in the 
tion of scoring of the variates. A regarded? Any treatment which variate set it is less likely that  flat 
trait could he scored as "submission," equalizes scatter of profiles before profiles will be obtained. 
for instance, instead of "dominance"; computing the difference measure is We must question whether the 
any such reversal alters the composi- equivalent to projecting points onto study of profiles in k - 2  space, or  
tion of the elevation score. If there the surface of a hypersphere within more specifically whether correlation 
is no particular reason for scoring the k - 1  space. This has the effect of between profiles, is a justifiable line 
each variate in one direction rather increasing the jaggedness of profiles ,, MAGNIFICATION IN of investigation. This procedure has 
than the other-and this is generally which are relatively flat, or, we might p,,~,~,~,, sPAEaE the disadvantage of removing the 
the case unless variates are system- say, of reducing the jaggedness of elevation factor and in addition tends 
atically correlated-then the eleva- profiles having a large amount of the distribution of points on the edge to magnify error variance, pen- 
tion component is determined arbi- scatter. This introduces aserious difi- . of the circle. I t  is clear that the eral, therefore, we would regard treat- 
trarily by these scoring decisions. I t  culty. Figure 1  illustrates the fact w a t e r  the error, the greater the ments in k - 2  space as inferior to 
is highly undesirable to elin~inate the that in projection onto the sphere dif- dispersion in k - 1  and k - 2  spaces. treatment of the data by D or D?. 
elevation component when it is thus ferences between persons near the For a Person who has a moderate Such success as  Stephenson and his 
arhitrarily defined. center are much magnified. The amount of error and whose scatter is followers have obtained despite these 

If a general factor is present in the small Dl12 becomes a large D"II. low, the projection in k - 2  space has difficulties may be explained by pre- 
variates i t  is often possible to choose D"sr, however, is little greater than no meaning. On different cautions Stephenson has introduced 
a direction for scoring each variate 0 ' 3 4 .  Points 1  and 2 ,  near the trials he might fall anywhere in the into his design. For one thing, 
which yields consistently positive in- of the sphere, represent persons with k - 2  space, and it is a matter of Stephenson has always employed a 
tercorrelations among variates. The flat profiles. Persons who would be chance which persons he is similar large number of variates, each one 
elevation factor, when this set of judged quite similar in k  or k-' to in a particular set of data. Either being an item describing someper. 
scores is used, will be heavily loaded spaces are sometimes reported 
with the first principal contponent of markedly dissimilar in the k - 2  meas- 
the scores, i.e., tbegeneral factor (23). ure. 
This first factor may be an important Another aspect of the same problem 

take into account in his similarity of points within the circle. The 
measure. If he is uncertain as  to sible positions a person might talre Low scatter, low error Low scatter, moderate error High scatter, moderate error 
which is the more appropriate direc- in k - 2  space are then indicated bY FIG. 2. EFFECT OF ERROR AND SUTTER ON THE PROJECTION ONTO A SPITERE 
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sonaIity trait. If the item intercorre- 
lations are not generally positive, the 
first component removcd as an  eleva- 
tion factor is a relatively small pro- 
portion of the total variance or infor- 
mation in the profiles. The part 
removed may be an important por- 
tion, but  the k - 1  profile still con- 
tains a great deal of useful informa- 
tion. The large number of variates 
also makes flat profiles in k  - 1 space 
lcss frequent. 

In Stephenson's "balanced design 
questionnaire" each itcm is accom- 
panied by another stqtement which 
has approxilnately the opposite mean- 
ing. By this dcvice, Stephenson 
essentially assures that the sun] over 
all items ( i . .  elevation) departs 
from zero only by chance, and thus no 
information is climinatcd from the 
data  during the statistical elimination 
of the elevation component. 

The magnification of error in pro- 
jection to k - 2  space will be slight 
if few persons have flat profiles. This 
can be assured by introducing items 
which have unequal means for the 
group. Then thecentroid of thegroup 
will be far  from the center of the 
sphere on which persons are pro- 
jected. The diiiicult)~ with this solu- 
tion is that, as the centroid of the 
group moves farther from the center 
of the sphere, persons a re  less dif- 
ferentiated in k - 2  space, and error 
accounts for a larger proportion of 
the dispersion. 

I t  is not surprising tha t  most pro- 
file studies today utilize comparisons 
in k - 2  space, since the problems 
have been conceived in terms of cor- 
relation as  used to study relation- 
ships between tcsts. I t  is question- 
able, however, whether tha t  model is a 
particularly good one. In determin- 
ing the similarity between two tests, 
it is reasonable to eliminate the mean 
and variance from consideration. As 
Thomson (34) and Burt (4) have 
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poiuted out, the test mean represents , ~ o u l d  find more relationship. I t  
its general level of difficulty for the aould tend to make particular Q cor- 
poIx~l;ltion, while the variance is a rdations or differences between such 
function of the units used. Differ. correlations undcpendablc and incon- 
cnces hetmccn tcsts in thesevaluesate 5istcnt. 
usually quite arhitrary, depending on In summary, our consideration of 
the choice ancl number of items. ,111 possibilities lcads us to  the opin- 
When we are mainly interested in the ion that  the most generally advisable 
underlying relationship between tests procedure for comparing profiles is to  
these differences are of no i~nportance enlploy D in k  spacc, exccpt where 
and are neglected in thc correlation it is known that  the elevation factor 
formula. In dealing with similarity ii saturated with a variable which it 
of indioiduals. howcver. it is neces. is desircd not to consider. ~- ~ ~ .. 

sary to considcr rather cirefully what 
logic is involved individuals are ('O"TRIBUTION O F  EACH VAHIATE TO 

eauated for lcvcl and scatter. THE SIMILARITY MEASURE 

Measures in k - 2  space can give The Mahalanobis distance. A for- 
useful information only if both the mula which we have not discussecl to 
dispersion of persons in k -  1 space this point is the generalized distance 
and the scatter for nearly all persons ' lmcasure of hlahalanobis (sce Rao, 
are large relative to  the error disper- 30). Thc Mahalano1)is distance is 
sion. Data in k  - 1  space are required iound from the formula: 
to determine whether these condi- 
tions are met. Then one can deter- D2 = x x a"'Az,Azj. [ i ]  
mine whether profiles in k - 1  space j j. 

are reliable, and whether there are where a?!' is the jj' clement of the in- 
many flat profiles. The  investigator rcrse of the covariance matrix be- 
can, if he wishes, eliminate the people tlvecn variates within groups. We usc 
with flat profiles from the study. The D to distinguish this mezsure from 
forced-sort does not  collect data on our D. The Mal~alanobis mcasure was 
scatter, and one has no basis for judg- designed for the purpose of measuring 
ing which profiles are reliably 10- Ihc distance between groups, rather 
wted. than between individuals, bu t  the 

I t  seems quite important for t h y  - formula can also be interpreted as 
studying similarity to  investigate rely related to the difference between in- 
ability directly by obtaining two ffiu- dividuals. If this is attemptcd, the 
mates for each profile. Reliability of intercorrelations of the variates for 
k - 2  space measures has ordinarily an appropriate reference group must 
not been examined in past investiga- be known. 
tions of similarity. The D measure is a measure of 

In those studies where k - 2  space similarity in which the orthogonal 
measures have been used in the pastt components of the original set of 
properly interpreted positive r e d @  kriates  are assigned equal weight. 
need not be discounted. The faults In other words, the complex formula 
to wc have drawn attention Presented above yields the same re- 
operate to  obscure true relationsand ' sults as  would be obtained if one 
to  make the measurement techn14ue lactored the correlation matrix into 
insensitive. This wodd make non' 6 orthogonal factors, computed the 
significant results likely in some in' Person's scores on these components, 
stances where a better technlq? and then applied the D formula to  
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measure similarity. For variates 
which are standardized and uncor- 
relatcd D is identical to D. 

D has several intercsting propertics. 
I t  has a known distribution function 
and thus forms a basis for testing thc 
significance of a difference between 
groups. Moreover, D is closely related 
to Fisher's discriminant function, 
and particularly to the proportion of 
individuals classified into the wrong 
group by the most eHicient possible 
discriminant function (30, p. 180).  
I t  is not, however, especially suited 
to the descriptive problem which we 
are discussing. 

In any  set of correlated variates, 
somc variance is duc to general quali- 
ties or factors represented in several 
variates, somc due to meaningful 
factors found only in a single variate, 
ancl some due to  error of measure- 
ment. In a principal-components 
analysis, k factors will be dcter~nined 
but  the last factors may be almost 
entirely duc to error of measurement. 
The  R'lahalanohis measure weights 
unreliable and unimportant factors 
cqually with the first few components 
in the variates. Tha t  is, i t  assumes 
tha t  any  k  variates represent k 
equally important factors. This is un- 
desirable in a descriptive indcx, since 
differences between individuals on 
factors which are not well rcpre- 
sented in thc test battery will be 
unstable from one trial to another, 
and hence D for individuals will be 
unstable. When the formula is ap- 
plied to  differences between groups, 
no such problem arises, for groups 
will show negligible differences on 
factors which consist largely of error. 

Weights i n  lhe D measure. The in- 
terpretation of the D measure is 
facilitated if we consider what weight 
i t  assigns to  the orthogonal compo- 
nents underlying the variates. Some 
investigators have proposed that  un- 
correlated scores be employed in any  
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study of similarity. We find, how- 
ever, that a meaningful interpreta- 
tion can be made when D is applied 
to correlated variates. 

First, we may note that  when the 
variates used in formula [ I ]  are un- 
correlated, they contribute to D2 in 
proportion to their variances. Hcnce 
the investigator who standardizes his 
variates is assigning equal weights 
to them, and any difference in vari- 
ances assigns greater weight to some 
of the tests than to others. When 
variates are correlated, D2 is depend- 
ent not only on the relative variances 
of the variates used, but  also on the 
configuration of the variatcs in the 
factor space. 

In order to obtain some insight as  
to the weighting of factors resulting 
from the use of formula [ I ]  on corre- 
lated variates, let us consider first 
the case in which all variates are 
standardized. Then D2 computed 
from such standardized scores is 
identical with that  obtained if one 
were to determine the principal axes 
of the test configuration, compute 
each individual's score on each of 
these components, and then weight 
these component scores by the square 
root of the latent root for that  com- 
ponent before computing D2.' The 

The following demonstration of this rela- 
tionship is based on C. Harris' suggestion (21) 
that properties of D can be studied by describ- 
ing the measure in matrix notation. Let us 
define the matrix S as the array of standard- 
ized scores of persons, where columns pertain 
to individuals and rows to tests. S=FX 
where F is the matrix of factor loadings of the 
tests obtlined by the principal-axis method 
and X represents the matrix of subjects' 
standard scores on the factors. Then if F is 
nonsingular one can obtain the X matrix from 
X = F-1.7. 
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t principal-axis solution is a method of therapy (31). He found that the pre- those variates, and the variance of 

factor analysis which removes aa and posttherapy selves were not the tests in which i t  appears. 
much of the variance as  possible in highly similar, that the two ideals In many studies the first principal 
each successive factor. The latent were closely related, and that  the Q component will have a weight sub- 
root corresponding to each factor re. correlation between self and ideal stantially greater than that  for the 
flects the proportion of variance that was increased after therapy. This remaining components. While the 
is accounted for by that factor. Thus, might be interpreted as a change in investigator may be willing to let the 
D2 weights faclors according to their the structure or configuration of per- weights on the lesser components fall 
representalion in the lest configur~ ~onality. I f ,  however, many of the out  hy chance, he may have a specific 
lion. items express a general "adjustment" reason for desiring to reduce the 

When an investigator emplorj a [actor, then there is a strong common weight given to the outstanding first 
group of correlated variates, the fact- bipolar factor running through the component. In a study of the similar- 
ors represented most frequently items. This factor will have large ity of persons in the domain of adjust- 
among his measures are often ea- ,"eight in the Q correlation. We ment, for instance, he may wish to 
pecially important to the problem therefore cannot he sure whether the group people more nearly according 
under investigation. I f  the D meas- results in Rogers9 study are due to to the character of their complaints 
ure were applied to a Wechsler Pro- configurational changes in the per- than according to their degree of ad- 
file, for example, the general factor sonality of  his subject, or due merely justment. This degree of adjustment 
runr~ing through the variates would to her increased willingness to de- is likely to loom large as a factor in a 
have higher weight thall any more scribe herself as  well-adjusted. set of adjustment measures, how- 
specific element found in only one Or The recognition that the D meas- ever. We therefore suggest the possi- 

I two subtests, and this nlight be ,,e allows greater weight to factors bility of computing an elevation score 
wholly desirable. which are reoresented more stronglv for each person, and determining a - 

The relatively large weight as- in the score'set emohasizes the im- new meas"re D.: 
signed to the first principal CornPo- portance of the original 
nent must be considered in interpret- ,,i,tp qpt ~ i t h  (it,) ~ t , , d i ~ ~  

D,2 = D2 - k(1  - w)A2EL. [a] 
. - . . - - - - - - . . . -. . - , - - , . . . . - - - - - - - 

ing results even of data gathered by where the variates are assembled as Here, the weight w can range from 
means of the Q sort where elevation a random collection of items, there zero to 1 ,  with the extreme values 
Per se has been eliminated. is considerable d a n ~ e r  that  the vieldina D1%nd Dz, respectively. 

as a exam- weights assigned to thYe various psy- - ~ e f o ; e  leaving this  subject, we 
pIe this possible He had chological components will not be should note that the weights of 
a patient describe herself and her lul ly appropriate, variates in D'are proportional to the 
ideal Q sort before and after In our discussion to this point we contributions of the principal com- 

(X'LW)(LlI1X) = (S'F-1Lll')(Lu'FLS) have assumed that variates are ponents to the variate set af ter  the 
stzndardized. In Wechsler profiles, elevation factor is eliminated. The 

= S'F- 'LF'S.  lor instance, this is accomolished bv elevation factor is usually very nearly 
Siuce F'F=L, iora prLicipal companentsd" 
tion, 

(x'Llil)(Lli2x),  S,F-IF"FFLS= 9s. 
Now Harris has shown that D is 0b-ioPd 
from S'S by adding any two diagamlpnmes 
representing two persons and subtrachng the 
corresponding off-diagonal entries. pef 
k - r n : m m  +hi. nnerx+ion on the ma@ 

the use of a standardscore scale for 
each subtest. In the majority of in- 
vestigations of profile similarity, sim- 
liarity has been determined from raw 
scores on tests or items. The con- 
tribution of each principal compo- 
nent to D2, when unstandardized vari- 
ate5 are used, is oro~ortional to the 

the same as the first principal compo- 
nent i f  variatesare positively intercor- 
related. The transformation of data 
to eliminate scatter, which is involved 
in treatments in k - 2  space, pro- 
duces substantial alterations in the 
intercorrelation of variates. For this 
reason, the factors which account .. . -. . -. . ... . .b - . . . - ~~ -~~ ~ . . .  

Suppose, however, we weight the factor X , L U ~ L ~ I ' X  the same result as an ei. Corresponding latent root of the for most of the variance in k  and 
scores by the square rmt of the appropriate tion on 5's itself. Therefore D from "'- 

- 
'Ovariance matrix between variates. k - 1  space may not be the same as  

latent roots. Let L signify the diagonal scores weighted by square rwts of b% ' 

matrix of latent rwts. Then rwtsis identical to from standard phis means that  the contribution of the principal components'j& k  - 2  

LUIX = ~ x i r p ~ ~  tests. If Harris'operation were p e r f d $  component to the D measure de- space. 
+ho rn.r+rir X'X the result would bE liends unon the number of  variates Our recommendation on the basis .- --, .~~~ ~~ , -- ~r~ ~ 

and Mahalanobis measure D. y& IQ which i t  appears, its loading in of all the foregoing considerations is 
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that the investigator may properly 
use D or D,, whether variates are 
correlated or not. He  should give 
careful thought to the question of 
whcther or not to  standardize vari- 
ates. In many studies of similarity 
it is probably desirable to perform a 
factor analysis on the matrix of corre- 
lations or covariances anlong tesTs 
hefore studying similarity of persons. 
l'lds permits the investigator to  se- 
lect his set of traits or their weighting 
on a more intelligent basis than he 
could without the factor analysis. 

Cluster scoring. It may often be de- 
sirable to  employ many items to  
measure a much sn~aller nnmber of 
traits. This is the plan used in as- 
sembling items for many tests (e.g., 
Icuder, Guilford-Martin). Considera- 
tion should therefore be given to spe- 
cial proble~ns arising for such a set of 
items. A particnlarly important 
question is whether the itenzs should 
be treated as variates in the D meas- 
ure, or whether scores on clusters of 
items (i.e., subtests) should be used. 

When assembling groups of items 
to  measure particular traits it is dif- 
ficult .for the investigator to make 
sure that  these traits will have the de- 
sired weight in the D measure hased 
on item scores. The principal corn- 
ponents of the items will not he the 
same as  the intended traits. Each 
trait will be a complex and unknown 
combination of thc principal com- 
ponents. Its weight will depend 
highly on the choice of items and 
their particular factor structure. 

The investigator has several pos- 
sible procedures which may help him 
to  approach the desired weights. 
Stephenson has suggested construct- 
ing items which systematically sam- 
ple the domain of traits under con- 
sideration (32). If this sampling were 
perfect, he would insure l~niforni 
coverage of the domain so that the 
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traits would be uniformly weighted, ' t l~an the item scores to  specific are not entirely satisiactory, because 
This approach is likely to  succeed symptonls such as a tendency to  have they are based on the average of Dg 
only i f  the item writer has more rolds or to  have headaches. over a set of pairs. In general, D pro- 
knowledge of the factorial structure In the same manner that  clnster vides a better metric than DZ for 
of items than is presently scoring reduces the weight given to  studying similarity, since large dis- 
a\.ailablc. Another solution is to per. specifics, it also reduces the weight tances are much magnified in squar- 
form a factor al~alysis on the set of Riven to differences between persons ing. The follou~ing formulas may 
items, then rotate to the desired arising from error of measurement, nonetheless be useful as  a hrst rapid 
factor solution and obtain trait scores Mence cluster scorcs, and similarity w;ty of answering ql~estions about 
on which to compute similarity measures based on them, will he groups. The formulas also ~ r o v i d e  
measures. This, however, is generally Inore reliable than scores based on insight into the nature of distance 
impractical. the items. Warrinpton (36), with his measures, since factors which in- 

In some cases a more practical iiypotl~ctir~il data .  has confirmecl this crease mean DZ will also in general in- 
solution is to  combine items into ~ r e a t e r  dependal~ility of cluster- crease mean D and median D. The 
groups or and obtain subtest scored profiles. For one particular formulas are particularly useful a s  a 
scores for each person. Such cluster criterion, for instance, using Q-sort tool for checking computations. 
scoring is feasibleonly thereirra data, he found these validity coeffi- In any group, the mean distance 
logical or statistical basis for com. cicnts: between persons over all pairs of per- 
hinine items. Cluster scorina may be D measure based on items as variates, sons in the sample is - .  
hascd on a priori grouping of items, 
but these groupings should be an- 
alyzed for internal consistency. From 
the matrix of intercorrelations of the 
pool of items, it would be possible to 
assign itcms to relatively homogene- 
ous subtests (12). 
D based on cluster scores weights 

the underlying components of the 
items differently from D based on the 
original items. In the cluster dis- 
tance, the element common to the 
several items is given greater weight 
than it has when the distances on 
the separate itcms are combined. 
The sum of a group of items gives 
relatively great weight to factors 
present in more than one item (10, 
23). I f  specific factors each present 
in only one item are not especially im- 
portant, cluster scoring reduces their 
combined weight in order to @ve 
greater weight to the common ele- 
ment running through a whole group 
of items. T o  give a specific ilIustra- 
tion, a score on hypochondriasis Or 

health adjustment based on a nurn- 
bcr of items will give great weight f0 
a general tcndency to claim 
symptoms. I t  will give less weight 

perfect item reliability .70 
D menstire based on clusters as vsriates, 

perfect item reliability .74 
D meastire basrd on items as variates, 

moderate item reliability .18 
D measure based on clusters as variates, 

moderate item reliability .66 

It is apparent that  cluster scoring 
overcomes much of the loss of infor- 
mation due to  item unreliability. 
Stephenson is now essentially using 
cluster scoring in his analysis of vari- 
ance based on the Q sort (33). 

Cluster scoring has an  interesting 
effect on data  eathcrcd bv means of a - ~ ~~ 

Q sort. In  this case even though indi- 
vi~luals cannot differ in scatter ovcr 
Ll~c total set of items, their subtcst 
Profiles can differ widely in scatter. 
Thus it is possible for some persons 
to have flat rluster profiles and others 
lo  have a high degree of scatter. This 
results because cluster scores utilize 
pr~nsiderably fewer degrees of frcedom 
than are implied in the item profile. 

SOME SHORT-CUT FORMULAS 
In the course of our investigation, 

'\e have discovered the possibility of 
te\.eloping short-cut formulas for 
' t~dying groups of persons. These 

T', is tlie variance, cql~ivalent to a:. 
This is an expression for the homo- 
geneity of a group or its dispersion. 
If u7e take one-half the mean D? 
within the group, we obtain the mean 
dispersion (distance squared) from 
the centroid of the sample. 

The average D2 of an individual i 
from other members of this Group 
Y ,  is obtained from 

Here i' varies over a l l  other persons 
in Group Y, Oy is the centroid of the 
sample, and OyP; is the distance from 
i to  this centroid. 0 has the coordi- 
nates Z,, the average for j in Group Y. 
I f  i is not a member of Y, the cocffi- 
cient N/N-1 is dropped to get the 
a\,erage D2 from i to  all members of Y. 

The average D2 between members 
of two groups, that  is, the average 
when each member of one group is 
paired with every merr~ber of the 
other is 
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- - -  
Dii.l = OyPi2 + OZP,,~ + OuOz2(i = 1, 

2, . . - Nu; it = 1, 2, . - . Nz). [ll] 

Here we see the average cross-simi- 
larity as made up  of three compo- 
nen ts: squared distance between group 
means, dispersion within the first 
group, and dispersion within the 
second group. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Studies of similarity between sets 

of scores have used a large number of 
techniques for assessing similarity. 
The most satisfactory model appears 
to  be to  conceive of the tests a s  co- 
ordinates, and each person's score set 
a s  a point in the test space. Then dis- 
tances between points, computed by 
the D measure, are an  index of simi- 
larity between score sets. This meas- 
ure is a general one, to  which other 
cornmon techniques such a s  Q cor- 
relation can be related. These other 
techniques frequently disregard or 
distort some of the information in 
the data, in ways which may be un- 
desirable in a particular study. 

The  investigator of similarity must 
give particular attention to his choice 
of variates. The similarity measure 
depends on the content of the variate 
sets, on the scales used for measuring 
the variates, on the choice among 
possible similarity indices, and upon 
the decision whether to score sepa- 
rate variates or clusters of variates 
(i.e., subtests). The similarity index 
gives especially large weight to the 
first principal component among the 

scores or items, and therefore may 
be relatively insensitive to  the shape 
or configuration of profiles. On the 
other hand, techniques which leave 
the elevation of the profile out of 
account are usually undesirable. A 
formula for a weighted similarity 
index is offered to reduce any over- 
emphasis on the first component. 

Many commonly used operations, 
including the Q sort and product. 
moment correlation between persons, 
ignore differences in scatter betw- 
profiles. I t  is not generally desirable 
to do this, especially because if any 
profiles are relatively flat, the simi- 
larity indices involving them will be 
highly unreliable. The loss of infor- 
mation about differences in scatter 
may also be undesirable on theoret- 
ical grounds. 

I t  is most important that any in- 
vestigator understand the assump- 
tions and limitations of whatever 
technique he employs to  study simi- 
larity. Different treatments will 
yield different conclusions. In many 
studies, the most appropriate tech- 
nique will be to  apply the formula 
for D or D, to  profiles based on 
clusters of items. 

Profile research is necessarily faced 
with many difficulties. In spite of 
these, it is our hope that  the adoption 
of techniques which include as much 
information a s  the data provide, ad 
which do not introduce additiona1 
errors of their own, will permit stud- 
ies of similarity to  advance P~Y*'- 
logical knowledge. 
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